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had been one of subjection to the aeroplane. Every cave,
hole and trench was there to shelter them from bombs.
If one lay very quiet, covered in one's dirty earth-coloured
shamma, the " aeroplan " would at last go away and the
" pomps " would cease to fall.
On February 11 the " 3rd of January" Division of
the First Army Corps was ordered up to Shelikot, some eight
kilometres from the base of Amba Aradam which was its
objective. Shelikot was already held by the Italians and
there was no fighting. The Sabauda Division of the same
Army Corps meanwhile moved out towards the mountains
to the left of the " 3rd of January." Next day the Sabauda
went further to Anseba in the mountains without encounter-
ing any of the enemy. The " 3rd of January " pushed on
four miles to Afgol, where the caravan road enters the series
of plains behind Amba Aradam, the first of which is the
plain of Antalo.
They found first the advance guards and then the main
force of Dedjazmatch Wodaju, Governor of Dessye. The
Wollo army was not numerically strong ; it was less than
twenty thousand men. Nor were its chieftains the most
loyal to Haile Selassie. Already their interest in the succes-
sion had been aroused by the reports, dropped from the air,
that Haile Selassie was dead.
But Wodaju was a faithful and determined servant of the
Empire. He drove the whole mass into battle, and they
fought desperately if with little accuracy of aim until three
in the afternoon. Another Italian Division, the Pusteria
(Alpine troops) were ordered in to equal out the mass :
the Marshal was taking no risks. With the Third Dvision
of the First Army Corps, the Sabauda, forcing itself into
their right flank and with their chief Wodaju seriously
wounded, the Wollo Army fled.
Disloyal chiefs made their way back to Dessye along
the western caravan track, through Sokota and inland.
Wodaju was carried up to Amba Aradam next day and
reported the advance in force to Mulugeta, who summoned
Bidwoded Makonnen's army, the Wallegas, from the
south.
Other Ethiopians came in from the west to report that
the Kambatas, Dedjaz Moshesha Wolde's army, had fought
with the Italians in the mountains toward the river Gabat.

